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Gear Shaving Basics - Part I
John P. Dugas

gear teeth. Its purpose is to correct errors

in index. helix angle, tooth profile and
eccentricity (Fig. 1). The process also

improves tooth surface finish andelimi-
nates by means of crowned tooth forms
the danger of tooth end Load concentra-
tions in service. Shaving provides for

profile modifications that reduce gear
noise, increase a gear's load carrying
capacity, its factor of safety and its ser-
vice life. Gear finishing (shaving) is not

to be confused with gear cutting (rough-
ing). They are essentially different. Any
machine designed primarily For one can-

not be expected to do borh witl! equal
effectiveness or with equal economy,

Gear shaving is the logical remedy for
the inaccuracies inherent in gear cutting,

It is equally effective as a control for

those troublesome distortions caused by
heat treatment.

The form of the shaving cutter can
be reground to make profile allowance
for different heat treat movements

caused by varying heats of steel. The
shaving machine can also be reset to
make allowance for lead change in
heat treatment.

Rotary gear shaving is a production
process that utilizes a high speed, hard-
ened and ground, ultra-precision steel
shaving cutter. The cutter is made in
the form of a helical gear. It has gashes

in the flanks of the teeth which act as
the cutting edges.

The cutter is meshed with the work
gear m a crossed-axes relationship' (Fig.
2) and rotated in both directions during

rhe work cycle while the center distance
is reduced in small increments. Sirnulta-

neously the work is traversed back and

diagonal to ihe work gear axis. depend-
ing on the type of work gear. the produc-

tion rate and finish requirements. The

gear shaving process can be performed at
high production rates. It removes materi-

al in the form of fine hair-like chips.

Machines are available (0 shave exter-
nal spur and helical gears up to 200" in
diameter. Other machines are also avail-

able for shavinginternal spur and helical
gears, For best results with shaving, the

hardness of the gear teeth should not
exceed 30 Rockwell C scale. If stock
removal is kept to recommended limits.
and the gears are 'properly qualified, the

shaving process win finish gear teeth in
the 7 to 2D pitch range to the following
accuracies: involute profile, 0.0002":
toorh-eo-tootn pacing, 0.0003" and lead
or parallelism, 0.0002".

In any event, it should be remembered
that gear shaving can remove 65-80% of

the errors in a hobbed or shaped gear. II

will make a good gear better. The final
quality of the shaved gear is dependent to

a large degree upon having good hobbed
or shaped gear teeth,

Excellent surface finish is achieved
with gear shaving. A value of appro xi-
mately 25° is the normal finish obtained
with production gear shaving, although

much finer finishes are possible by
slowing the process, In some cases,
shaving cutters will finish up to 80.000

gears before they need sharpening.
They may generally be sharpened from
four to ten times,

To a gear designer. tile shaving process
offers attractive advantages in the ability
to modify the tooth form, Ifa crowned
tooth form ora tapered. tooth form are
desired to avoid end bearing conditions.
these can be easily provided by shaving,

If modifications are desired in the
involute profile. these can be made by

Fig'.3 _ Contact between cvlinders change 8S forth across the width of the cutter. The suitable modifications in the ground cut-
crossed 8.1es aru, variedl• traverse path can either be parallel. or ter tooth form .. If heat treatment distor-
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tions can be kept to a minimum. 'the most
inexpensive way to produce an accurate"
quiet. high-performance gear i to speci-
fy hobbing followed by gear shaving ..
Th having proees u e variety of
randardized production equipment rang-

ing from hand loading t fully automatic
loading and unloading.

Basic Principl
The rotary gear having proce is

based on fundamental principle. This
'process u e a gashed rotary euuer in the
fonn of a helical gear having a helix
angle different from 'thal of ttl gear to be
hayed. The axe of the cutter and the

gear are ceo sed at a predetennined angle
during the ' having operation. When the
cutter and the work gear are rotated in
do e mesh, the edge of each cutter gash
shaves a fine hair-like chip as it moves
over the surface of a work ,gear tooth.
The finer the cut. the le s the pre ure
required between tooll and work, elimi-
nating the tendency to cold-work 'the sur-
face metal of the work: gear teeth.

This proees is performed ma shav-
ing machine, which has ,3 motor-driven
eujter head and a reciprocating work
table. The cutter head is, adjlllSlable [0

obtain !'he desired era sed axis relation-
hip with the work. The work: carried

between live centers is driven by lh cut-
ter. During the having cycle, 'the work i
reciprocated parallel to its axis aero the
face of lbe cutter and upfcd an increment
into 'the cutler with each sl1'oke of the
table, This conventional. shaving, cyclei
one of everal method .

The Crossed-Axi .Princip e
To visualize the ere sed-axis princi-

ple, con ider two parallel cylinders of
the arne diameter (Fig. 3). When
brought (,ogeiber ullder pressure, their
commoa comact urface is a rectangle
ha.Ying the length of a cylilnder and
width which varie with contact pres-
sure and cylinder diameter.

When one of these cylinders is swung
around. 0 that the angle between its axis
and that. of the other cylinder is increased
'Up '10 9O°,their common plane remains a
parallelogram, but its area steadily
decreases as the 8xi31 angle increases.
The arne conditions prevail when
in tead of the two plain cylinders. a hav-
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iagcutter and ill work gear are meshed
together. When the angle between their
axes is from 10<> to 15", toothsurface con-
tact is reduced, and the pressure required
for cutting is small. As the work gear is
moved away axially from the point of
intersection of the axes, backlash devel-
ops .. Conversely, as it is returned to the
point of axial in~ersectjon, backlash
decreases until. the two members engage
in tight mesh w:ith the teeth of the cutter
wedging between those of the work gear.
Thus, each succeeding cutting edge sinks
deeper into the work: gear tooth until the
point of axial intersection is reached.

For shaving, the cutter and work gear
axes are crossed at an'angJ'e usually ill the
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range of 10" to ]5" or approximately
equal to the difference [II their angles.

Crossing the axes produces reasonably
uniform diagona] sliding action from the
tip of the teeth to the root. This not only
compensates for the nonuniform involute
action typical of gears in mesh on parallel
axes, but provides the necessary shearing
action for stock removal.

Relationship' Between Cutting
& Guiding Action

Increasing the angle between the cut-
ter and work axes increases cutting
action, but, as this reduces the width of
the contact zone, guiding action is sacri-
ficed. Conversely, guiding action can be
increased by reducing the angle of
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crossed axes, but at the expense of cut-
ting action.

Prepar.ation Prior to Shaving
The first consideration in manufactur-

ing a gear is to select the locating sur-
faces and use theml.ltroughout the
process sequence. Close relationship
between the locating surface and the face
of the gear itself mest be held. Otherwise,
when the teeth are cut and finished with
tooling that necessarily contacts the gear
fa"ces,!.he teeth will be in an improper
relationship with 'the locating or related
surface on which the gear operates. Gears
that locate on round diameters or spline
teeth must fit the work arbors closely or
,these critical hole-to-face relationsmps
wiII be destroyed.

Typical manufacturing tolerances for
gear blanks prior to cutting of the teeth
are shown in Table l.

Once the gear blank has been manu-
factured, it. is necessary to cut the gear
teeth. The most common methods today
for rough-cutting gear reeth are hob bing
and shaper cutting. Of primary concern
to the having cutter manufacturer is the
fillet produced by the roughing opera-
tion. The tips of the shaving cutter teeth
must not contact the gear root fillet dur-
ing the shaving operation. If such con-
tact does occur, excessive wear of the
cutter results, and the accuracy of the
involute profile is affected.

The shaving cutter just finishes the
gear tooth below its active profile. Thus,
the height of the fillet should not exceed
the lowest point of contact between the
shaving cutter teeth and the teeth. on the
work gear..

Protuberance type hobs and shaper
cutters are often used prior to shaving
to produce a slight undercut or relief
near the base of the gear tooth. This
method assures a smooth blending of
the shaved tooth profile and. the
unshaved tooth fillet, as well as reduc-
ing shaving cutter tooth tip wear (Fig.
4), The amount of undercut produced
by the protuberance type tool should
be made for the thin end of the tooth.
The position of the undercut should be
such that its upper margin meets the
involute profile at a point below its
contact diameter.



This Dog Eat Dog World ..
... l?ndUdivity and efficiency

oro everythingl. You need mobs
that perform with superior oeeu-

Iracy and efficiency. You need

hobs you con rely on, day aiher

day, fo maintain maximum productivity. You need

LMT-Fette hobs.
IFor,almost a century, LMT-Fette hobs have pro-

vided a competitive advantage. Engineered to meet
your specihe monufacturing requirements, LIYU-Fette
nohs produce the highest quality gears at the fastest
possible rate. And LMT-Fette Ihobs ore so precise,
,effident and free cuHing,they reduce wear and

tear 'on your machines, provide longer too'l
life·and minimal down-time. In other

words, they'll take a ."~gbite out of
operating costsl

LMT-Fetteoffers a wide variety of productivity-
enhancing hobs, including:
Solid Carbide Hobs for Dry Machining

• Maximum Speed and Productivity
'. Cleoner Shop, Parts and !EnV:ironment

Heavy Duty Roughing and Finishing IHobs
• 2-3:1iimes Faster than Conventioncl Hobs
• Staggered Teeth for Smoother Operation

Indexable carbide Insert Hobs
• Reduced Downtime by Exchang:ing P,re-set

Segments on Machine
• Carbide Insert Grades to Match Gear Material
• No Resharpeningl

Skive Hobs, for Hardened 'Gears
.' Removes Distortion Faster than Grinding
• Use as Pre-grinding IHobs to,Reduce Grinding Time

Gash Master Hobs with,the Most Gashes. Availab e
.' Faster, More Producti,veCyde' Times

Gear Gashing Cutters
• Rough Machining of large Gears
• With Bore or End Mill Style

Resharpening Services Available
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~ dislribuctorl
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Fig'. 4: - Undercut produced bV protuberance hob and basic hob tooth form.

TABLE 1 - TYPICAL GEAR BLANK TOLERANCE

Blank Face Hole Hole Hole O.'D.
Dia .. Runout Size Tape Roundness O.D. Runout
In. In. In. In./In. I".-Max. In.-Max. iln.

Up to 1 0.0003- 0.0003- 0.0002- 0.0002- 0.003 0.003
l-in 0.0005 0,0006 0.'0003 0,0003
Thick

1-4, up
to 1 in. 0.0004- 0.0005- 0.0002- 0.0003- 0.005 0.005
Thick 0.'0008 0.001 0.0003 0.0005

4 to a, 0.0006- 0.0008- 0.0002- 0.0004- 0.005 0.007
0.0012 0.0012 0.0003 0.0006

8 to 12 0.001- 0.001- 0.0002- 0.0005- 0.005 0.008
0.002 0.001'5 0.0003 0.0007

TABLE 2 - RECOMMENDED SHAVING STOCK AND UNDERCUT FOR PRESHAVED GEARS.

Normal Diametral Shaving, Stock Total Undercut
Pitch (In. per Side of loath 1 Un. per Side of Tooth)

2-4 0.0015-0.0020 0.00.25rlJ.0030

5-6 0.0012-0.0018 0.0023-0.0028

7-10 0.0010-0.0015 1),0015-0.0020

lH4 0.0008--0.0013 0.0012-0.00 17

16-18 0.0005-0.0010

20-48 0.0003-0.0008

52-12 0.0001-0.0003
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Shaving Stock
The amount of stock removed during

the shaving process is a key to its SUlC-

cessful application. Sufficient stock
should be removed to permit correction
of errors in the preshaved teeth.
However, if too much stock is removed,
cutter life and part accuracy are effective-
ly reduced,

Table 2 shows the recommended
amounts of stock to be removed during the
shaving operations and the correspondiag
amount of' undercut required. 0
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The second half of this article, covering
shaving methods and design, will appear
in our Jan/Feb, 1998, issue.
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